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ON GAMELIN CONSTANTS

MASARU HARA

The purpose of this paper is to show that the corona theorem with
bounds is valid for any finite bordered Riemann surface. As an applica-
tion of it we construct an example of Riemann surfaces of infinite genus
for which the corona theorem holds. The example can be chosen either
from or not from the class of surfaces of Parreau-Widom type.

1. Introduction. Let R be a Riemann surface and H°°(R) be the
algebra of bounded analytic functions on R. Given a Riemann surface R,
a natural number n and a positive number δ, we denote by CR(n, 8) the
infimum among constants C having the following property: For any
/„. . . ,/„ E/P°(R) with 1 > m a x , | j ζ . | > δ on R, there exist gl9...,gn E
H°°(R) such that Σy/ygy = l o n J ? and | g y | < C on R (j = l,. . . ,/ι). If
there exist no such constants, then we define CR(n,8) = oo. We call
Cκ(n, 8) the Gamelin constant for the triple (i?, n, 8). If CR(n, δ) < oo for
every n and δ > 0, then we say that the Gamelin constant of R is finite.

Gamelin [3] proved that the Gamelin constant of any finitely con-
nected planar domain R is finite in such a way that CR(n, δ) is dominated
by a constant Cm(n,δ) depending only on n, 8 and the number m of
boundary components of R. The primary purpose of this paper is to prove
the following.

THEOREM 1. The Gamelin constant of any Riemann surface which is the
interior of any finite bordered Riemann surface is finite.

We raise the question of whether the constants can be chosen to
depend only on the genus or rather on the Euler characteristic of the
surface.

We denote the maximal ideal space of H°°(R) by <ΰt(R). We set
τ(R) - (the homomorphisms "evaluation at p": p G R). If H°°(R) sep-
arates the points of i?, we identify τ(i?) with R. When τ(R) is dense in
91L(i?), we say that the corona theorem holds for R. The set τ(R) is dense
in 91L(i?) if and only if the following property holds: For each n and
δ > 0, given fl9... Jn G H™(R) such that max|jf.|> δ on R, there exist
g l 9... 9gn G #°°(/?) such that Σjfjgj = 1 on R. Therefore if the Gamelin
constant of R is finite, then the corona theorem holds for R. It is well
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known (e.g. Gamelin [3]) that the corona theorem holds for any finite

bordered Riemann surface.

Behrens [1] and Gamelin [3] proved that the corona theorem holds for

some infinitely connected planar domains. Cole (cf. Gamelin [4]) gave an

example of a Riemann surface for which the corona theorem is not valid.

Nakai [6] gave an example of a Riemann surface of Parreau-Widom type

for which the corona theorem is invalid. As the second purpose of this

paper, we will give an example of a Riemann surface of infinite genus for

which the corona theorem holds (Theorem 2). It is obtained from the

Behrens example [1]. We will also show that example in Theorem 2 can be

chosen from or not from the class of surfaces of Parreau-Widom type

(Theorem 3).

2. The proof of Theorem 1. Let R be any finite bordered Riemann

surface with genus g and m boundary components. If g = 0, then Theo-

rem 1 is reduced to the Gamelin theorem. We assume that g > 0. Let

γ, , . . . ,γ g be simple closed curves on R such that γ 1 ? . . . , γ g are mutually

disjoint and R — Ui yi is a plane domain. Let ϋj be an annulus containing

γ, (i = l,.. .,g) such that Ul9...9Ug are mutually disjoint. Let p be a

smooth function on R such that 0 < p < l on R, p — 1 on a neighbour-

hood of U. γ, and the support of p is contained in U,. Ur

Let/ l 9 . . . 9fn G H°°(R) satisfy 1 > maxj\fj\> δ on R. Since R - U. γ,

is a plane domain of connectivity 2g + m, by the Gamelin theorem, there

exist /?„.. . 9pn G #°°(i? - U γ,) such that ΣfjPj= I on R - U γ, and

maXj\pj\< C 2 g + m (« , δ). Also since each Ut is a plane domain of connec-

tivity 2, there exist qv...,qnG H°°( U φ such that Σ fjqj = 1 on U JJi

and maxy \q}\^ C2(n9 8). Set

Then hj is smooth on R and Σfjgj=l on R and (d/dz)hk =
(qk-pk)(d/dz)p. Set

where C(ξ, •) is a Cauchy kernel on R which is regular on dR. Then

(d/dz)wjk = hββz)hk. If we set

k=\
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then gj is analytic on R and Σ fjgj = 1. Since

— - —A - - ) —

if we set C, = C 2 g + m (/t, δ) and C2 = C 2 ( H , δ), then

Therefore the Gamelin constant of R is finite.

3. An example. Given a domain V in the complex plane C, a

sequence {Δπ}n>! of open disks Δπ is called a Behrens sequence in Fif the

following properties hold:

(1) for each Δn, there exists an open disk Dn such that Δn C Dn C Dn

C F and Δn and Dn have the common center an;

(2) d(αw, 3F) -> 0 as /? -» oo, where d is the Riemann spehre metric;

(3) the disks Dn in {Dn} are mutually disjoint;

(4) Σ(rad Δ^)/(rad Dn) < oo, where rad Δ is the radius of Δ;

(5) (rad Dn)/d{a, dV) -> 0 as n -> oo.

Behrens [1] proved that if the corona theorem holds for F a n d {Δn}is

a Behrens sequence of disks in F, then the corona theorem holds for the

domain U— V — \JnΔn, which is called the region F with a Behrens

sequence {Δn} in Vremoved.

let {Δw} be a Behrens sequence of disks in F. We denote by Δn a copy

of Δn for each n. We introduce into each Δn a finite number ( ^ 2 ) of

mutually disjoint slits. Each slit is considered to have two banks: an

JV-bank and an S-bank. By joining every S- (resp. N-) bank of slits on Δn

to an N- (resp. S-) bank of the corresponding slits on An9 we can construct

a two sheeted covering Riemann surface of Δ^ which will be denoted by

Δrt + Δπ. We assume that any two members in (ΔW + Δ,J are mutually

conformally equivalent. By welding the two sheeted disk Δπ + Δn to the

Behrens domain U= V — U r t Δ n along the boundary 3ΔW of Δrt + Δn and

the boundary of U where Δn is removed, we obtain a Riemann surface

R= V+ UnΔn= U+ Un(Δn + Δn), which is called the Riemann

surface Fwith a Behrens sequence {Δ,J in V attached.

We are ready to state the following.

THEOREM 2. // the corona theorem holds for a domain V in the complex

plane C, then the corona theorem holds for the Riemann surface V with a

Behrens sequence {Δn} in V attached.
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Let C — C U {oo}. We consider projections Pn f of each function / in

H°°(R) to H°°{C + AΛ) by the following: First let

for z in C — ΔM. Observe

1 f /(£
nf\z) -f\z) " 2^// T̂ ΓJbD

for z in /)„ — Δw. Since the right hand side of the above may be

considered as a holomorphic function on Dn + ΔΛ, we can consider that

P n / E #°°(C + Δn). By Lemma 2.1 of Behrens [1], Σ PJ converges nor-

mally to a bounded analytic function, and therefore / — Σ ^ = 1 P r t / E

H°°(V). We have thus established the following decomposition:

Σ#°°(C + ΔM) + H

Moreover, by Theorem 1, the Gamelin constant of Δn + Kn is finite. Since

any two members in{Δ n + Δπ} are mutually conformally equivalent, the

Gamelin constants of Δrt + Δn are all the same. The Behrens result [1]

corresponding to Theorem 2 was proved based upon a decomposition

corresponding to the above decomposition of H°°(R) and the fact that

Gamelin constants of removing disks are all the same finite constant.

Since we have all the corresponding necessary machinery, we can repeat

almost the same argument used by Behrens [1] to complete the proof of

Theorem 2. We omit the details.

Next we will prove the following

THEOREM 3. The Riemann surface D + U w Δn can be made either of

Parreau-Widom type or not by the choice of the Behrens sequence {Δn} in

the unit disk D.

Set log(l/rm) = 2~m (m = 1,2,...). We give a Behrens sequence

{Δw} in D as follows. The first pλ number of Dn's have centers an on

{\z\— Γj), the nextp2 Dn's have centers an on {\z\= r 3), etc., and all Dn's

are disjoint from the circles {\z\— r2m), 1 < m < oo. Let g be the Green's

function of D + Δn with its pole at z = 0. Let π be the projection of

Δπ + Δπ onto {|z — an\< rad Δn}. We denote by u(z) the harmonic

function on Δn + ΔM which is equal to log(l/|z |) on 3Δn and 0 on 8Δrt.

Then on the disk {\z — an\< rad Δn}, u(zx) + w(z2) = log(l/ |z |) where
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π~\z) — {zl9 z2). The function which is equal to log(l/|z|) on ΰ - ΔM

and u(z) on Δn + Δn is superharmonic on D + ΔΛ. Hence log(l/|z |) > g
on D — Δn. If rad Δn is sufficiently small, then we have log(l/|z|) > g
>ilog(l/ |z |) on D - Dn. We denote by G the Green's function of
D + Uπ Δπ with its pole at z = 0. By the above argument, if each term of
{rad Δn} is sufficiently small, then we have log(l/|z|) > G > \ log(l/|z|)
on D - U ^ j ^ . The open set (D + U Λ Δ n ) - {|z|= r2m) consists of
two components, one of which containing the center of D will be denoted
by Rm. Then {\z\< r2m_2} - U Λ 2 ί I DnC{G> 4~m) C Rm. By the maxi-
mum principle, the complement of {G > 4 m) does not contain any
compact component. Therefore if a cycle in [G > 4~m} is homologous to
zero in i?m, then it is homologous to zero in {G > 4~^m). Hence we have

Pi + +Pm-x ^ 5(0,4--) < b(px + +pm),

where b (resp. 2?(0, α)) is the first Betti number of Δn + Δn (resp. {G > α}).
Since any two members in (Δw + Δ J are mutually conformally equiva-
lent, b does not depend on n. Hence

ί°°5(0, a) da < oo if and only if 2 4~m(/>i + * * * +Pm) < °°
y o m > i

By the Widom theorem (cf. Widom [7], [8]), D + U Kn is of Parreau-

Widom type if and only if ΣnΞ>i 4~m(/?! + +ρm) < oo.
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